ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of metagenomic studies of a microbial community (microbiome) is to determine the systemic properties including genetics, metabolism, physiology and behavioral aspects of all community members, their interactions with various biotic and abiotic factors, transfer of energy and nutrients, and ecosystem dynamics. In practice, such comprehensive studies are seldom feasible and the scope of metagenomic analysis of most microbial communities is limited to genomic and metabolic reconstruction of the dominant population(s) including identification of key metabolic pathways likely to be present or absent in these populations. For most metagenome projects the amount of sequence data is insufficient for assembly and classification of sequences into different populations thus preventing even limited population-specific genomic and metabolic reconstruction. In these cases a genecentric analysis using environmental gene tags (EGTs) is employed (Tringe et al. 2005) . In this approach protein coding sequences (CDS) are identified in unassembled or partially assembled metagenomic sequences using an ab initio or evidence-based gene finder. These CDSs are further assigned to protein families, such as COGs (Tatusov et al. 1997) , Pfams (Bateman et al. 2004) and TIGRfams (Selengut et al. 2007 ) and comparison of the relative * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
abundance of protein families is performed. Proteins are assigned to families using reverse position-specific BLAST (RPS-BLAST) against position specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) of COGs in the CDD database (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2002) and enzyme-specific PSSMs in the PRIAM database (Claudel-Renard et al. 2003) , and using hmmsearch against hidden Markov models (HMMs) in Pfam and TIGRfam databases. Alternatively, associations of proteins with functional subsystems can be achieved via BLAST searches against databases of annotated proteomes such as SEED (Overbeek et al. 2005 ).
The quality of annotations for metagenomic sequence data is lower than that of isolate microbial genomes due to higher rate of sequencing errors and data fragmentation. However identification of CDSs, their assignment to protein families and enumeration of representatives in metagenomes do not pose a problem even for completely unassembled reads generated by the Sanger sequencing platform, nor do they distort the functional or taxonomic profiles of the datasets. Such profiles may be distorted by the biases inherent to Sanger sequencing which involves cloning of metagenomic DNA into vectors, propagation of the vector within host bacteria and DNA amplification. The extent and the impact of such biases are largely unknown and therefore are difficult to account for in the downstream analysis. These problems and the relatively high cost of Sanger sequencing led to the increasing popularity of another variant of shotgun metagenome sequencing, which does not require cloning of environmental DNA and employs 454 Life Sciences pyrosequencing platform (Edwards et al. 2006 ). This type of sequencing raises another challenge to the downstream analysis: the depth of sequence generated by the pyrosequencing platform is usually insufficient for assembly, so the resulting metagenomes consist of individual unassembled reads. Furthermore, unlike Sanger sequencing which generates individual reads of 600-800 bp, each encoding a full-length protein or a significant portion thereof, pyrosequencing reads are 100 to 200 bp long and contain only a (usually small) fragment of a protein. As a result, traditional procedures for finding CDSs and assigning them to protein families cannot be applied to such sequences.
For protein family assignment of unassembled and/or short sequences, such as those generated by 454 platforms, two strategies can be envisioned: (1) direct assignment to protein families using translated read sequences for searches against family-specific PSSMs or HMMs; or (2) assignment via proxygene which we define as a full-length protein identified by a BLASTx search of read sequences against a protein sequence database and then used as a representative of a read or group of reads.
The perceived disadvantage of direct assignment of 454 reads to protein families is the low sensitivity of assignment in the case of 2 RPS-BLAST, high computational demands in the case of hmmsearch and possible biases introduced by different degrees of sequence conservation within different protein families, which may explain why published metagenome studies followed a proxygene approach (Angly et al. 2006 , Edwards et al. 2006 , Thurnbaugh et al. 2006 . These studies provided insufficient details about the methods employed for the selection of proxygenes (e.g., using best BLAST hit or multiple BLAST hits, resolution of functional annotation conflicts if more than one BLAST hit was used, etc.) or the reliability of the protein family assignment based on proxygenes.
In this paper we examine the reliability of direct and indirect assignment strategies using simulated metagenomic datasets created from pyrosequencing reads generated for isolate microbial genomes. We show that indirect assignment using proxygenes is more accurate than the direct method using RPS-BLAST. We also introduce a clustering method that reduces significantly the size of the derived datasets while maintaining the accuracy of functional and taxonomic assignments based on proxygenes. The reduction in size allows maintaining a compact yet comprehensive overview of the functional and taxonomic content of a metagenome.
METHODS

Simulated datasets
Reads from 22 genome projects, sequenced at the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) using the 454 GS20 pyrosequencing platform that produces ~100 bp reads, were selected and the genomes were split into three groups based on their phylogeny and the number of reads to ensure similar sizes for the simulated datasets. From each genome project, reads were sampled randomly at four different levels of coverage (0.1X, 1X, 2X and 4X per genome), resulting in a total of 12 simulated datasets ( Table 1 ). The coverage is defined as the average number of times a nucleotide is sampled.
The position of each read on the assembled contigs was identified by BLASTn. Only the best hit of each read, with identity >95%, was kept and used to identify a position of the read with respect to the CDSs predicted on the assembled contigs using the JGI annotation and analysis pipeline. The nucleotide sequences of the genomes, the coordinates of the reference genes and their functional annotation were extracted from version 2.2 of the IMG database (http://img.jgi.doe.gov). At each level of coverage the CDSs overlapping the reads by more than 50nt comprised the reference gene set; the assignment of a read to a protein family was considered correct if it coincided with the family assignment of the gene from which the read has originated.
Assignment of 454 reads to protein families
We considered two ways of assigning reads to protein families: (1) direct assignment of the reads using RPS-BLAST against profiles of COGs and Pfams and (2) assignment via a proxygene. For direct assignment, translated RPS-BLAST search of reads against PSSMs in the CDD database was performed with an e-value cutoff in the range of 10 -1 to 10 -8 retaining the best hit only. Proxygenes for 454 reads were found by BLASTx of the reads against the protein sequences in the IMG 2.2 database using evalue cutoffs in the range of 10 -1 -10 -8 . Proxygenes were either assigned as the best BLASTx hit of a read (BH) or using a simple clustering method (see Figure 1 ). For the latter, the set of all reads {x 1 , …, x N } that have at least one hit below the cutoff have been clustered using the following algorithm: 1. Let x=x 1 and i=1. 2. Add x to group number G i . 3. Extract the set of all proteins (A) that x has hits to, and add them to G i . 4. For each protein p in A, extract all other reads x j , …, x M that have a best hit to p, and add them to G i . 5. For each x in { x 1 , …, x M } repeat step 2 until no more reads or proteins can be added to G i . 6. Let x be the next unassigned read and let i=i+1, and repeat step 2. This algorithm results in disjoint clusters (proxy clusters) in which no reads and no genes are members of more than one group. For each protein within the proxy cluster, the cumulative bit-score of its alignment to the reads within the same cluster is calculated. The protein with the highest cumulative bit-score is selected as a representative proxygene of this proxy cluster and is used for all further analyses, such as functional and taxonomic accuracy or determination of the overall functional profiles.
Most protein databases seem to be contaminated to some extent with rRNA sequences on which protein-coding genes have been predicted in different frames. Due to the high sequence conservation of rRNA genes, some of these "ghost" proteins are also conserved and even form "ghost" clusters which may contain proteins with no sequence similarity whatsoever and represent the same parts of rRNA sequences translated in different frames. Therefore before any protein family assignments of 454 reads were carried out, a filtering step has been introduced which involved BLASTn of the reads against an RNA database compiled of all rRNAs in IMG 2.2 in order to remove these reads.
RESULTS
454 reads can be associated with protein families by direct assignment or via proxygenes. Direct assignment compares the sequence of the read translated in 6 frames directly to the sequence profiles of protein families. Assignment via proxygenes is an indirect approach whereby BLASTx against a protein sequence database is used to identify a full-length protein ("proxygene") with high sequence similarity to the translated sequence of the 454 read. High sequence similarity between the read and the proxygene is considered as an indication that the read originated from a protein-coding gene which has high overall sequence similarity to the proxygene. Consequently, protein family membership and functional annotation of the read is considered to be the same as that of a full-length protein, which is used as a "proxy" of the 454 read in subsequent metagenome data analysis. Similarly, high sequence similarity between the read and the proxygene implies phylogenetic proximity of the organisms from which the read and the proxygene have originated, so that the full-length protein can be also used as a "proxy" of the read in assessing the taxonomic composition of the metagenome. However, the indirect approach may produce spurious hits to proteins that have little overall sequence similarity to the gene from which the read has originated. Accordingly, we have evaluated the accuracy of protein family assignments of the simulated datasets using direct and proxygene-based methods with several e-value cutoffs and assessed the accuracy of taxonomic assignments using both the BH and proxygene cluster approach.
It should be pointed out that although the simulated datasets used in this study faithfully reproduce some of the features of 454-sequenced metagenomes, such as the frequency and type of sequencing errors or variation (if any) of sequencing coverage, certain problems associated with processing of real metagenomes are hard to reproduce in a simulated environment. The main problem is the absence of a comprehensive collection of reference genomes; as a result only a small fraction of the genes in most metagenomic datasets generated to date are from organisms that have sequenced close relatives, thus limiting the detection of similarities between the short reads and reference genes. However, many of the genomes from which the 454 reads for the simulated datasets were selected belong to such over-sampled taxonomic groups as gamma-and betaproteobacteria (Table 1 ). In order to account for the potential errors resulting from a biased composition of reference databases and simulate the absence of close relatives of the sampled organisms, we followed the approach of (Mavromatis et al. 2007 ) and excluded all closely related genomes (either the same species or genus as the sampled genomes) from the reference database before carrying out BLASTx searches. The estimated sequence coverage is another unknown variable which may affect the results in the case of real metagenomes sequenced with 454 platform. For instance, the effect of resampling of a complex microbial community at very low sequence coverage is hard to estimate and it is possible that protein family composition and abundance will vary greatly from sample to sample. Similarly, comparison of completely unrelated microbial communities sampled at different coverage may result in virtually identical protein family abundance profiles. We attempted to address this problem by sampling the genomes included into each dataset at four different levels of coverage (0.1X, 1X, 2X, 4X) as described in the Methods section.
Evaluating accuracy of protein family assignment
In the first step we optimized the settings of RPS-BLASTx and BLASTx searches by using e-value cutoffs in the range of 10 -1 to 10 -8 and then estimated the accuracy of read assignments to COGs. The latter was calculated as the ratio of correct COG assignments (i.e. same COG assignment of the proxygene as that of the gene from which the read originated) over the total number of COG assignments. The results of this analysis (Figure 2) show that the direct assignment has invariably lower accuracy than the proxygene approach, with the exception of very low cutoffs for metagenome dataset M1 where direct approach performs as well as assignment via proxygenes (e.g. M1 at 4X in Figure 2 ). Most notably, the accuracy of COG assignment via proxygenes varied very little at different e-value cutoffs, with the percent of false assignments never exceeding 10% even at e-value of 10 -1 (Figure 2 ). However, the percentage of reads assigned to COGs depends strongly on the cutoff and increases substantially at higher e-values (see Table 2 ). For example, about 39% of all reads in the dataset M3 were assigned to COGs at cutoff 10 -1 , while at a more stringent cutoff of 10 -5 used in previous studies (Angly et al. 2006 , Edwards et al. 2006 , Thurnbaugh et al. 2006 ) only 20% of the reads were assigned to COGs. This result is independent of the coverage, which is expected in the case of random sampling of reads. Since decreasing the e-value cutoff provides little reduction of the rate of false positive assignments while strongly affecting the overall number of reads assigned to COGs, the e-value cutoff 10 -1 has been used in further analysis.
In addition to evaluating the e-value cutoffs, the effect of reference database composition was assessed by performing BLASTx searches against the reference database from which either the genomes of the same species or genomes of the same genus as the organisms used in the simulated datasets were removed. The effect of the reference database composition was most pronounced in the case of metagenome dataset M1 where removing all reference genomes belonging to the same genus as sampled organisms resulted in an error rate twice as high as that observed for the reference database with only same-species genomes removed. Conversely, removing all reference genomes of the same genus from the database had little if any effect on the accuracy of assignments for datasets M2 and M3. These results can be explained by the different taxonomic composition of metagenome datasets M2 and M3 as compared to dataset M1 (see Table 1 ): M1 has been sampled mostly from the representatives of Firmicutes, while M2 and M3 are composed almost exclusively of Proteobacteria, a phylum with more sequenced representatives than all other bacterial phyla combined. Even in the absence of the closest relatives, these genomes provide a comparative context rich enough for highly accurate assignment of reads.
The taxonomic composition of the simulated metagenome datasets also affected the percentage of reads assigned to COGs: at low e-values metagenome datasets M2 and M3 had twice as many reads assigned to COGs as dataset M1, although these differences were less prominent at higher e-values (Table 2) . Furthermore, while the accuracy of direct assignments was essentially the same for all datasets at a given e-value, the accuracy of assignment via proxygenes was much higher for metagenome dataset M3 as compared to M1 at the same e-value, sequence coverage and reference database composition. Note that although reference databases contain significantly fewer genomes of Firmicutes than Proteobacteria, there are many phyla with even less sequenced representatives. It is expected that for the metagenomes composed of the members of such poorly sampled phyla the accuracy of proxygene-based assignment will be even lower. Thus proxygene-based comparisons of the metagenomes with vastly different taxonomic composition (e. g., those dominated by proteobacteria against those composed mostly of planctomycetes or chloroflexi) should be treated with caution, since several-fold differences in the accuracy of protein family assignments may result in gross errors in data interpretation. Our results emphasize the importance of a good reference database for the analysis of 454 data and indicate that although the availability of same-species reference sequences is highly desirable, it may be unnecessary as long as sequences of multiple and diverse representatives of the same phylum are present in the database.
Proxygene clustering
While the best BLAST hit (BH) is the simplest and most direct method of selecting a proxygene, this approach may result in a high level of redundancy: several reads may be associated with the same proxygene (see Figure 1 .a), therefore there is no need to consider them as separate entities. Moreover, due to the presence of many closely related genomes in the reference databases, the read may have hits of nearly the same strength to several highly similar genes of which only one is chosen as a proxygene. Alternatively, the reads originating from the same gene may become associated with different, but closely related proxygenes (see Figure 1.b) . In terms of their protein family membership and functional annotation, all such proxygenes are equivalent and should be handled as one entity. Finally, treating each read-proxygene pair separately results in very large datasets, hardly amenable to any manual analysis by biologists and posing serious data management scalability problems.
In order to address these problems, we have developed a simple clustering algorithm for grouping the reads and proxygenes, as illustrated in Figure 1 .c and described in the Methods section. This proxygene clustering provides a significant reduction in the size of the resulting datasets. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the number of proxygenes with and without proxygene clustering: the reduction is about 1.2 to 1.5 times at 0.1X coverage (BLAST evalue cutoff = 10 -5 ; removing same-genus genomes), whereas at 4X it is about 7 times for dataset M1, 10 times for M2 and 10 times for M3 (Table 2 ). This reduction is significant in light of the rapidly increasing number and size of metagenome datasets.
Taxonomic assignment of reads via proxygenes
In addition to assessing the functional content of various microbial communities, most metagenomic studies attempt to determine and compare the taxonomic composition of the samples. For metagenomic datasets generated with the pyrosequencing platform this question can be addressed by a proxygene-based approach, using the phylogenetic distribution of proxygenes as an estimate of the phylogenetic composition of a sample. Similarly, a proxygene cluster-based approach can be used to estimate the taxonomic composition of a sample, whereby the taxonomic identity of all reads assigned to a proxygene cluster is considered either the same as the representative proxygene (an approach used in this study) or as that of the lowest taxonomic group to which all proxygenes in the proxygene cluster belong.
Using the simulated data sets, we have examined the accuracy of the taxonomic assignment of reads using proxygene and proxygene cluster approaches. The accuracy of the assignment was measured as the fraction of true positives at different taxonomic levels (domain, phylum, class, order and family). As expected, the accuracy of assignment at the domain and phylum level is much higher as compared to the level of order and family with domain-level assignments being 100% accurate and the fraction of accurate family-level assignments varying from 20 to 60% for different metagenomes and different reference databases. The accuracy of taxonomic assignments at the phylum level reaches more than 90% for datasets M2 and M3, while the accuracy of assignments for M1 is only 60% at the same level. Similar to the accuracy of protein family assignments, this disparity appears to reflect the difference in taxonomic composition of the three simulated datasets, with M1 composed of representatives of less well-sampled phyla than M2 and M3.
At low sequence coverage (0.1X) the proxygenes and proxygene clusters are almost identical since most proxygene clusters contain only one or two reads. However, at higher (4X) coverage the clustering of the reads into proxygene clusters does not decrease the accuracy and in some cases it even improves the assignment, especially at higher taxonomic levels (phylum, class), which are most frequently used for estimation of the taxonomic composition of metagenomic samples. This result indicates that the reads are grouped into essentially consistent taxonomic clusters and selection of one proxygene as a representative of multiple reads effectively screens out some of the spurious hits that would adversely affect the accuracy of taxonomic assignments.
Hierarchical clustering against a reference
The relative frequencies of COGs and PFAMs are often used to compare metagenomic datasets obtained from different environments and detect functions that are over or under-represented (Tringe et al. 2005) . Such analyses depend on an unbiased identification of COGs and PFAMs and comparable accuracy of their detection in different datasets irrespective of the taxonomic composition, population structure and variation in sequence coverage of microbial communities. Our results indicate that although the accuracy of protein family assignment is fairly high, it may vary greatly between metagenome datasets depending on their taxonomic composition and sequence coverage. Such variations may influence the results of gene-centric analysis performed on the individual protein families and even on their groupings, such as COG Pathways and Functional Categories. However, it is not clear whether these variations in accuracy could change the overall functional profiles of the metagenomes so severely as to affect the results of their profile-based clustering.
In order to address these questions, we performed hierarchical clustering of the datasets based on the relative frequencies of COGs produced by direct assignment, proxygenes and proxygene clusters (Figure 4 ). The placement of absolute (i.e. COG frequencies of all proteins from sampled isolate genomes) and sampled references (i.e. COG frequencies of the sampled genes) for all metagenome datasets shows that 454 sequencing indeed has little bias in terms of under-or over-sampling certain genomic regions. Furthermore, there is little difference between the profiles obtained by proxygene and proxygene cluster approaches indicating that there is little loss or gain of functional information with proxygene clustering. The error introduced by annotation in every case is nevertheless high since none of the metagenome datasets ends up in a cluster with the sample and absolute reference. As expected, 4X and 2X sampling references are closer to the absolute references than 1X and especially 0.1X. In addition, there is significant difference between the direct and proxygene-base profiles, since the profiles obtained by direct assignment mostly clustered together.
These results indicate that, although metagenome datasets generated by pyrosequencing platforms may indeed represent an unbiased sample of community DNA, significant biases can be introduced by subsequent processing of the data. These biases are mostly due to the skewed composition of reference databases and, depending on the taxonomic composition and population structure of the sample, they may be as difficult to account for as cloning biases of Sanger technology. While the accuracy of protein family assignments was sufficient to separate the three simulated metagenome datasets discussed in this paper, a similar separation may not be possible for real environmental samples that may be characterized by large disparity in sequence coverage due to different evenness and abundance of species distribution and considerable variation of the taxonomic composition.
4 DISCUSSION
We have compared methods for the annotation of short reads in metagenome datasets using benchmark datasets that model faithfully the main features of real datasets. While the proxygene based method is generally more accurate, its efficiency depends on the composition of the reference database. Thus, the metagenome datasets containing representatives of over-sampled phyla were annotated more efficiently. The accuracy of assignments did not increase significantly at lower e-value cutoffs, while selection of less stringent cutoffs (10 -1 ) allowed assignment of twice as many reads without increasing the rate of false positive assignments. We have also shown that the proxygene clustering has the important advantage of reducing substantially the size of metagenome datasets, while preserving faithfully their functional and taxonomic content.
Despite the increase of the average read length produced by newer generation of 454 sequencing platforms, such as GS FLX (~200 bp reads), it is expected that many metagenome datasets will remain unassembled due to prohibitively high amount of sequence data necessary to ensure even modest degree of assembly for all but the simplest microbial communities. Consequently, it is likely that gene-centric analysis will remain the method of choice for the analysis of many metagenomes and therefore the proxygene cluster based annotation presented in this paper has standing practical significance. We have applied this method to several metagenome datasets from ongoing metagenome studies (such as the PT3 and PT6 datasets listed in Table 2 ) that have been included into the IMG/M system (Markowitz et al. 2008) . As soon as their analysis is completed and published, these datasets will be released as part of IMG/M's public version (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/m).
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